
PANTHER’S REIGN

Welcome to the jungle! Panther’s Reign will 
take you on a once-in-a-lifetime adventure 
to the Amazon, a lush and vibrant paradise.

SSpin your way through this tropical forest 
and soak up the sounds of the flowing river, 
exotic birds and gentle breeze. Keep an eye 
out for colourful parrots, cheeky monkeys 
and shiny gemstones along the way. And 
the king of the jungle – the elusive black 
panther.

ThThis colourful 50 line 4x5 slot boasts high 
volatility and thrilling game mechanics! 
The Wild Spray feature places 3-10 random 
wilds on the reels, and the lock-on-win 
Respin feature in the Free Spins bonus 
makes the gaming experience even more 
exciting.

For promotional material, please visit

clientarea.quickspin.com

Game Features Information

Win Probabilities

RTP

Wild Spray Feature

The Wild Spray feature places 3-10 random wild 
on the reels! In the base game, up to 10 Wild 
symbols will be added to the reels. During the 
Free Spins, up to 7 Wild symbols will be added to 
the reels at the beginning of the new spin.

FFree Spins

33 or more Bonus Scatter symbols on a single 
spin will award 5 Free Spins! Each additional 
Scatter symbol will award +1 spins for a 
maximum of 22 spins. The Wild Spray feature 
can be triggered at the beginning of any spin, 
which will add up to 7 random Wilds to the reels. 
There are no Bonus Scatter symbols on the reels 
duriduring Free Spins.

Respin Feature

In the Free Spins bonus, any winning 
combination will trigger the Respin feature! Any 
symbols that are included in a winning line that 
land during the respin will lock in place, and the 
rest will respin again. The feature ends when no 
more winning symbols occur. The total win is 
paid out when there are no more respins.

Game ID
Resolution
Channels
Volatility
Min bet
Max bet
DefDefault bet

panthersreign
16:9

Desktop & Mobile
5 (1-5)
€ o,10
€ 100
€ 1€ 1

Base Game
Wild Spray Feature
Freespin
Total:

36,7%
34,4%
25,2%
96,25%

Big Win
Super Win
Mega Win
Epic Win
Max payout times bet

15x
40x
70x
100x

1 in 144
1 in 560
1 in 1660
1 in 626

In 100 billion spins 5202,2 xbet


